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CEDAR PORT PHASE III BUSINESS PARK
A PREMIER PLANNED BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIAL PARK
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Cedar Port Business Park is located on Fisher Rd and Hwy 99 just east of FM 1405 in Chambers County, TX. It is a deed restricted park with professional management and excellent access to Hwy 99, Hwy 146, I-10 and the Port of Houston.

- ±352,559 SF
- 22.74 AC
- 62 Dock High Doors and Two Outside Ramps
- 185’ Truck Court with 73 Trailer Parks
- 32’ Clear Height
- Rail served
- 52’ x 50′ Column Spacing
- ±75,000 SF of Future Expansion Available
- 3rd Quarter 2019 Delivery
- ESFR fire sprinkler system
- Regional detention provided
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